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The danger of drug addicition cannot be exaggerated
stihu!

Almost as dangerous as the drugs is the notion that
atheringertain drugs are not addictive.
nd j

Every drug is addictive and every drug is something imily's
) be alarmed about, no matter how much the matter is aid,

mone
No addict ever got that way without beginning with the which

less innocuous potions.

And the consequences of addiction are so dreadful so the at
orrible, so horrid, so agonizing, so destructive that it of the

an ruin your life.
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Some young people say that taking drugs is no more subsi
enous than drinking and smoking. These are also damag-- closu
ag, but there is no comparison between the devastation child
aused by drugs and that resulting from nicotine and a cot
icohol.
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Don't be a sucker, young person. Avoid the stuff like it
ou would a shot from a gun. The latter isn't as harmful first
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A.M. Doors open at 9:00 A.M. Six Doctors pre-- I
sent to answer all questions. Absolutely no

mission.

Please help us educate our women and save whf"

lives.
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